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Abstract



Does keeping Acheta Domesticus in an artificial environment similar to its natural 
habitat extend its lifespan?  

If Acheta Domesticus are kept in an environment similar to their natural habitats, 
then they will live longer than Acheta Domesticus kept in a plastic container. 

Problem

Hypothesis



Background Research



Materials
• Independent: Artificial environment materials

• Dependent: Cricket lifespan2

• Control: Container 1- 1 piece of egg carton

Variables



Experimental Procedure
• 1. Label each plastic container 1-5.
• 2. Create each artificial environment using various materials.  
• Container 1- 1 piece of egg carton. Container 1 represents the artificial environment 

that does not simulate any aspects of a cricket’s natural environment. 
• Container 2- 1 piece of egg carton and moisture (sprayed with spray bottle once per 

day).
• Container 3- 1 piece of egg carton and ½ cup of Colorado Soil.
• Container 4- 1 piece of egg carton and 20 oats.
• Container 5- 1 piece of egg carton, moisture, ½ cup of Colorado Soil, and 20 oats. 
• 3. Place containers in indirect light and keep room temperature between 65-70 
degrees Fahrenheit. 
• 4. Select 10 living crickets for each artificial environment and place in container. 
Leave small crack after placing lid for ventilation. 
• 5. Once a day after initial cricket placement, check each container and record the 
number of living crickets remaining. Remove all dead crickets with a sanitized tweezer. 
Spray containers 2 and 5 four times with spray bottle to replenish moisture.
• 6. Repeat the previous 
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Graph of Results
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Results
• Container 1 (egg carton)- In this container the crickets survived for a total of 7 days. This 

container was the control, and it was the most artificial environment.
• Container 2 (moisture)- In this container the crickets survived for a total of 15 days.
• Container 3 (Colorado soil)- In this container the crickets survived for a total of 10 days.
• Container 4 (oats)- In this container the crickets survived for a total of 8 days.
• Container 5 (all of the above)- In this container the crickets survived for a total of 13 days. 

This container had the most natural environment. It contained a food source, a water source, 
and a piece of cricket’s natural habitat.

• The environments with their natural surroundings made the crickets survive longer. The 
crickets in container 1 with just an egg carton died off the fastest compared to the other 
environments. The crickets in containers 1, 3, and 4 died off the fastest because they didn’t 
have water from the moisture. Container 2, with the moisture, helped the crickets survive up 
to 15 days. 



Conclusion



Future Recommendations

The information collected in this experiment is valuable to researchers, pet owners, and anyone who needs to 

raise and house crickets regularly. This experiment was helpful for my frog, because now her food can last 

longer and stay healthier. If this experiment were to be redone, I would repeat the procedure with drops of water 

instead of sprayed moisture so that crickets have constant access to drinking water. Drops of water would likely 

be easier for the crickets to drink and would also evaporate less quickly. I would also add natural plants in 

addition to soil to simulate the cricket habitat more effectively. After I collect all my data, I would redo the 

experiment using the best two artificial environments in the experiment. This would allow me to find the most 

effective environment to house Acheta Domesticus for long periods of time. 
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